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Evangelization and the Catholic Librarian
I’ve been reading a lot of Catholic library history lately,
as well as Sherry Weddell’s Forming Intentional Disciples.
When I threw in Michael Gorman’s Our Enduring Values Revisited:
Librarianship in an Ever-Changing World that I’m reviewing for CLW, they
became a serendipitous combination of texts, all nicely dovetailing.
The clarion call to the laity by the Church from the 1920s right up to Vatican
II was a call to “Catholic Action.” Catholic Action was the ministry of the laity
and the way in which the average man or woman or child served the people of
God and brought the Word of God to them. Catholic Action mainly concerned
ministering to the needs of people, but it also included a desire to bring people
closer to the faith. Catholic librarians saw their work as one of the purest
forms of Catholic Action. By creating collections of Catholic theology and
literature that were well organized and accessible and by serving patrons with
intelligence and Christian charity, Catholic librarians strove to raise the level
of knowledge in their patrons and to bring them into the Church through the
power of words.
Librarians in our time — including Catholic librarians — still believe in service
to their patrons through acquisitions, cataloging, and reference, but we are
no longer quite comfortable with the notion of warning patrons against “bad
books.” Nor are we comfortable with trying to mold the taste and intellectual
and spiritual growth of our adult patrons. (Children’s librarians have a little
more flexibility in this area.)
However, the new clarion call of the Church to her members is Evangelization.
We probably hear a lot about the New Evangelization in our pews and in the
Catholic press, but most of us are probably not very good at going door to
door like Jehovah Witnesses or Mormons. Nor are we probably very well
equipped by nature and education to become street preachers standing on a
corner or to become televangelists. So how do we evangelize people? How do
we become intentional disciples of Jesus Christ?
Whether you call it Catholic Action or Evangelization or Intentional Discipleship,
Catholic librarians still serve the people of God by the work they do in libraries.
We still serve by creating collections that have the best in Catholic writing —
from the past and in the present. We still serve by making these collections
accessible to patrons through cataloging, shelving, signage, and other means
so that patrons feel comfortable using the collection. We still serve through
spreading the Word through words with reader’s advisory. We may not try to
form a patron’s spiritual life to what we think it should be, but we still serve
spiritual growth through the art of librarianship and by helping the patron find
what he/she needs at that particular moment.
Catholic librarians do this every day in school libraries, academic libraries, and
parish libraries. But do we do this intentionally? Do we think about what we’re
doing and claim it? Do we articulate what we do as discipleship (or vocation or
Catholic Action or Evangelization)? I do sometimes, but not enough. I think that
we all need to articulate this aspect of our careers more — to ourselves and to
our patrons the way our predecessors did regarding Catholic Action.
By its very nature evangelism is about community. We evangelize to bring
others into our faith community. But we also evangelize best through
community. For Catholic librarians our community is the Catholic Library
Association. We are better able to evangelize through the strength of CLA.
Therefore, let us remember to also evangelize about our community and bring
more members into it. CLA is beginning a new membership drive “Building the
Future of CLA …Together.” We are asking each of you, of us, to be evangelical
about CLA. n
Mary Kelleher, President
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